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1 Easy read summary 

 

        

This report is about a survey 

we did to find out what people 

thought about Improving 

Health and Lives (IHaL) 

      

341 people did the survey 

Most people thought IHaL was 
useful. 

Most people thought the work 
IHaL did should carry on. 

65% of people had used 
information from IHaL in their 
work. 

 

10% used the website every 
week 

45% used the website at least 
once a month 

Some people made 
suggestions about how to 
make the website better. 
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35% of people had been to 
IHaL events. Most people 
found them helpful 

Some people made 
suggestions about future 
events. 

 

Some people made other 
suggestions about how we 
could make IHaL better.  

An important suggestion was 
about how we could tell more 
people about IHaL. 
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2 Summary 

We surveyed the experiences of people potentially using the information provided by IHaL, 

the Learning Disabilities Public Health Observatory, in September 2012, using the online 

facility Survey Monkey, and inviting respondents through a range of email routes.  

341 people responded, 322 of them responding to most of the survey.  For completeness, 

figures throughout the report include the 19 respondents who answered only the 

introductory questions. 

 49% of respondents described themselves as clinical or professional practitioners in 

health or social care, 16% said they worked in service management, 12% in 

commissioning, 4% in research and or teaching and 2% in public health.  7% 

described themselves as carers or self-advocates.   

 67% reported finding IHaL ‘very useful’ and 24% ‘quite useful’. 

 82% thought it ‘very important’ and 11% ‘quite important’ that the sort of work IHaL 

does should be continued, 

 65% reported that they had used information from IHaL publications in their work. 

 

Most use the IHaL website; 10% at least once a week, 45% between weekly and once a 

month and 31% less than once a month.  4% reported never having visited the site and 9% 

did not respond.  26% reported finding it easy to find what they want on the site and 44% 

quite easy.  58 respondents (17%) made specific suggestions for improving the website. 

35% had attended IHaL events.  Of these 64% described their most recent attendance ‘very 

helpful’ and 34% ‘quite helpful’.  42 (12%) made specific suggestions for topics or about the 

organisation of events.   

55 respondents (16%) made further suggestions.  These focussed on the importance of 

publicising our work further, ways we could improve the services we offer and topics we 

could usefully address.  Detailed suggestions are summarised below.  
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3 Introduction   

Improving Health and Lives: The Learning Disability Public Health Observatory has been 

running since April 2010. The initial contract for the work has a term of three years. With a 

little over six months to go we undertook a survey of our users to establish a profile of the 

nature of their interests in the Observatory, how useful they find our work and whether they 

have specific suggestions for things that could be improved. 

4 Method 

The survey was undertaken using the internet-based service ‘Survey Monkey’. The questions 

were agreed by consensus amongst the senior IHaL team (the authors of this report). The 

final questions are shown in Annex 1. 

We considered the appropriate audience to be people who may have an interest in our work. 

Accordingly we publicised the survey through email lists targeting this group as widely as 

feasible. Rather than having a parallel easy-read survey, we tried to design the survey to be 

widely accessible. The lists we targeted are shown in Box 1.  The survey was launched on 11th 

September 2012.  We waited two weeks after the last email notification had gone out before 

collecting the final data file. 

 

Box 1. Email lists targeted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

People registered on the IHaL Site (750 people) 

The Janet Cobb Health and Learning Disability Network 

People who had attended our events  

Mencap and the Challenging Behaviour Foundation copied 

our invitation to participate to email networks. 
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5 Results  

Overall, 341 responses were registered on the Survey Monkey instrument by the time the 

survey closed.  19 respondents answered nothing beyond the first question – why they were 

interested.  This section works through the findings question by question.   

5.1 I am interested because: 

The first question was intended to establish the profile of respondents. This presumably 

would be at least related to the profile of people who felt the Observatory was, or could be 

relevant to them.   In several instances individuals responded to the category ‘other’ but 

provided a response clarifying this which clearly seemed to include them in one of the 

existing categories. They were accordingly reassigned. Several of the responses offered by 

the questionnaire attracted too few respondents to be reasonably analysed separately. These 

were grouped. Table 1 shows the actual responses, the groups into which people were put 

for analysis and the numbers and proportions of respondents covered, and Figure 1 shows 

the numbers in each reporting group as a pie chart. 

Table 1. Profile of respondents showing groups for reporting 

Group for reporting Response Respondents 

Carer/ Self-Advocate 

I have a learning disability 1 0.3% 

Someone in my family has a learning 

disability 
24 7.0% 

Clinical/ Social care  

Professional 

I work as a clinician or professional 

practitioner in health and/or social care 

services for people with learning disabilities 

160 46.9% 

Other 7 2.1% 

Health/ Social care 

Commissioners 

I commission health and/or social care 

services for people with learning disabilities 
41 12.0% 

Other 1 0.3% 

Information/Public 

Health 
Other 8 2.3% 

Research/ Teaching 
I do research 8 2.3% 

Other 5 1.5% 

Service Management 

I manage the delivery of health and/or 

social care services for people with learning 

disabilities 

54 15.8% 

Other 

I am a journalist 1 0.3% 

I work as a support worker 4 1.2% 

I work as an advocate 1 0.3% 

I work with a campaigning group 3 0.9% 

Other 23 6.7% 

Total   341 
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Figure 1. Profile of respondents by group for reporting 

 

Almost half the respondents described themselves as clinical or social care professionals.  A 

further 28% were involved in either service management or health and social care 

commissioning.   

Amongst the other comments made, seven individuals said they worked for, or ran, their 

local Learning Disability Partnership Board or Self-Assessment Framework exercise, five 

described themselves as students, mostly student nurses, three worked in voluntary sector 

organisations and two reported having multiple roles. 
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5.2 I have found IHaL: 

 

Overall, two thirds of respondents said they had found the Observatory ‘very useful’.  A total 

of 10 people (3%) said they had found it ‘not helpful at all’. This included three carers / self-

advocates (including the only respondent who described themself as having a learning 

disability), two health / social care commissioners, and two service management staff.   
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5.3 Is it important for the sort of work IHaL does to be continued in the 

future? 

 

 

Overall 82% of respondents thought it very important the sort of work IHaL does should be 

continued.  Not surprisingly, almost all of the 226 respondents who said they found IHaL 

‘very useful’ thought its continuation ‘very important’. However 98% of those who said they 

found the work ‘quite useful’ and 50% of those who found it ‘not useful at all’ also felt it was 

very or quite important that the work should be continued. 
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5.4 Have you ever used information from an IHaL publication to help 

you do your work, such as in reports, plans, presentations or in 

delivering your services? 

Overall 65% of respondents said they had used information from one of our publications in 

some work-related way. The proportion was higher for information/public health staff, those 

involved in research or teaching and clinical or social care professionals. Carers and self-

advocates were least likely to have done so.  

 

5.5 If you said yes, please let us have details including websites where 

we can find the documents if possible in the following box 

Out of the 220 respondents who said they used our work, 155 provided further details.  54 

reported using the resources in local service development, planning, commissioning or 

review work, and 9 specifically mentioned using them for work on their Joint Strategic Needs 

Assessment.  30 reported using them for a variety of local presentations or information 

sources.  29 used them in teaching or training settings, 11 for study or exam theses, and 11 

for a range of academic purposes including research papers and grant applications.  19 of 

respondents simply listed the IHaL resources they use. 
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One comment, from a respondent describing themselves as working with a campaigning 

group, was ‘IHaL publications and research informs all of our health work.  It provides data 

that we trust, is relevant and that we can rely upon’. 

5.6 How often do you visit the IHaL website? 

10% of respondents visited at least once a week, 45% once a month, 31% less frequently and 

4% had never visited the website. Those using the site for research and/or teaching were 

most likely to visit frequently. Carers and self-advocates were relatively infrequent visitors. 
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5.7 How easy is it to find what you want on the website? 

26% of people reported that it was very easy to find what they want on the website. Those 

involved in research/teaching, information/public health and clinical or social care 

professionals were most likely to find it very easy. Carers and the one self-advocate found it 

least satisfactory and nearly half of these respondents did not answer this question. 
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5.8 What one change would you make to the website? 

99 respondents answered this question, although 41 of them said that they had no 

suggestion. 16 of these stated positively that they thought the site was satisfactory. 16 

respondents made comments suggesting that the navigation or organisation needed 

improvement, one of these said there was too much content. 13 said that the site was too 

busy.  

Other comments were made by relatively small numbers. Four expressed wishes for 

modifications to improve readability, though it is not clear whether they had fully 

understood the facilities already provided for this, suggesting these may need to be more 

clearly signed. Four reported finding the search facility problematic or slow and four noted 

specific gaps in the content, notably insufficient autism-related features.  Three people 

requested a regular newsletter, notification service or advance notice of planned 

publications.  A full list of suggestions is in Table 2. 

Table 2. Suggested website changes or developments 
Suggestion Respondents 

Improve navigation or organisation / too much content 16 

Too Busy 13 

Gaps in content / Content too old 4 

Larger font bigger buttons / Colours / better use of font sizes 4 

Search facility probs 4 

Whats new newsletter / Update notification / Whats coming soon 3 

Don't like registration 2 

More instructions on how to use / Site map 2 

Problems with designing link to specific profile 2 

RA database should be easier to find 2 

Easy read health info wanted 1 

Forums disappointing 1 

Good practice egs more prominent 1 

Like the RA database 1 

Like the videos 1 

More easy read views 1 

More publicity needed 1 

Needs to look better as a role model 1 

Phone contacts for events 1 

Scottish data needed 1 
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5.9 Have you ever attended an IHaL event (a conference or workshop)? 

35% of respondents had attended one of our events. There was relatively little variation 

between the subgroups of respondents on this question.  Carers and the one self-advocate 

were the least likely to have attended. 
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People who said they had attended at least one event were asked two further questions: 

5.10 How helpful overall was the last IHaL event you attended? 

Events seemed generally to be well received. 64% of those who had attended an event said 

they found their most recent attendance ‘very helpful’. The group least likely to have had a 

satisfactory experience was the category designated ‘other’. However the numbers involved 

here are small (e.g. 1/9 found their attendance ‘not helpful at all’). 
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5.11 What one thing would you like to see added to the issues covered 

by IHaL events? 

58 respondents made an entry in this box, 42 with specific suggestions.  The question elicited 

a mixture of comments about events and suggestions for topics. Two respondents said there 

should be more contributions from people with learning disabilities and two requested more 

time to share ideas or ask questions. One requested easy-read handouts and one considered 

there was a South of England bias in terms of good practice examples. 

The most common topic request was for advice on how to influence local commissioning by 

the new CCGs, or to influence Health and Wellbeing Boards (7 respondents). Acute 

hospitalisation, cancer screening and general primary care work were each mentioned by 

three respondents. A full list of suggested topics is in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Full list of suggested topics 
Topic Respondents 

Public Health white paper / Influencing CCGs and HWBs 7 

Access to acute and hospitalisation patterns 3 

Cancer screening  3 

General Primary care work 3 

Data and its interpretation 2 

Identifying people with LD 2 

Practical ways of improving services 2 

Targeting mainstream (not LD) staff 2 

An event for people with LD 1 

Clinician specific topics 1 

Disability hate crime 1 

Emerging picture of health status of people with LD 1 

Employment 1 

End of life care 1 

Eye care 1 

Finding things on the website 1 

Health checks 1 

Health social care interface 1 

Inclusion in research 1 

Maternity / sexual health 1 

Mental health issues 1 

Outcome measures 1 

Parents with LD 1 

Pathways 1 

People with complex technology-dependent needs 1 

Wider public health engagement 1 
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5.12 Do you have any other suggestions about how we could make IHaL 

more useful? 

All respondents were asked this final question.   113 made an entry.  55 made no specific 

suggestion and 23 expressed appreciation of what had been achieved so far and/or good 

wishes for the future.  More concrete suggestions could be divided into broadly three groups 

as shown in Table 4 below.  The most frequent themes were about publicising our work 

more (30 respondents).  16 respondents made suggestions about improving our facilities or 

the services we offer.  9 suggested further areas of work.  

Table 4. Summary of responses to ‘Other Suggestions’ question 
Getting the message out (30 respondents) Respondents 

 
More publicity as people have not heard of us 10 

 
Email notifications when reports posted / RSS feed 7 

 
Bespoke regional workshops / more local workshops 4 

 
Ask voluntary sector groups how we can help/ Improve links 3 

 
Events in Wales 1 

 
Flag LD more clearly in the title 1 

 
Info at CCG or District council level - i.e. more local 1 

 
Invitation to attend their next meeting! 1 

 
Involve large corporate companies 1 

 
Target HWBs 1 

 
Work with primary care facilitators 1 

Improve the facilities we provide (16 respondents) 
 

 
Work at facilitating information sharing 8 

 
Improve website accessibility 3 

 
Make SAF more user-friendly and accessible 2 

 
Glossary of research based terms we use 1 

 

Listen more to carers and people with LD.  Include a person with LD in the 

team 
1 

 
Quick information sheets 1 

Topics and emphasis (9 respondents) 
 

 
More on children with disabilities 2 

 
More work with LAs / Support for JSNAs 2 

 
More on PMLD 1 

 
More on role of education for people with LD promoting independence 1 

 
Sustain health inequalities / Equal Access focus 1 

 
Transition 1 

 
Work with provider organisations developing innovative approaches 1 
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6 Discussion 

This is the first survey we have undertaken, so we have no direct yardstick against which to 

rate our number and profile of respondents.  A similar survey by another national themed 

public health observatory was targeted specifically at their user base and achieved roughly a 

10% response rate (in their case 200 responses).  Our targeting was a little broader than this.  

However we do not know the overall size of the lists targeted because we do not know how 

much overlap there is between our own lists and the external ones through which we 

publicised it.  However 341 is a substantial number of respondents.  

We know relatively little about the respondents beyond the nature of their interest asked in 

the first question.  Hence we are not able to say whether they represent the whole country 

geographically, or the extent to which the views of professionals and managerial or 

commissioning staff represent social services or education as well as health perspectives.  We 

are also unable to go back to them to follow up those expressing views of particular concern 

(for example those dissatisfied with some aspect of our work).  However we judged that 12 

questions was a limit to what would be perceived as a reasonable length.  This view seems to 

have been endorsed by two respondents who stated they were not answering the comment 

boxes because ‘we promised it would be short’.     

The respondents showed a strong bias towards professional and managerial staff.  This was 

greater than the simple numbers suggested.  Of the 24 respondents interested because of a 

family member, 4 answered no further questions.   

The principal responses showed that the Observatory was considered useful by a majority of 

respondents in all broad categories, with a majority in all categories but carers / self-

advocates finding it ‘very useful’.  There was strong support for its continuation.  65% of all 

respondents reported using our products in a wide range of contexts.    

The website was widely used by respondents, with more than half reporting using it at least 

monthly or more frequently.  Only a quarter reported finding it ‘very easy’ to find what they 

want on the website although 70% found it either ‘very easy’ or ‘quite easy’.   This suggests 

that whilst there is room for improvement, it is providing a substantial service.   A range of 

helpful suggestions were made.  

35% of respondents had attended one or more of our events, and 64% found their most 

recent event ‘very helpful’.  Very few respondents who had attended events had not found 

them helpful.  There was a wide range of suggestions for future events, the most frequent 

being how to influence the new commissioning arrangements to ensure they understand the 

needs of people with learning disabilities.    

Other suggestions included ways to publicise our work more widely, improvements to the 

facilities we provide and additional topic areas.   
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7 Conclusions and future work 

The survey provides reassurance that our work is addressing many important requirements 

and provides useful pointers to how to improve our targeting and our delivery in future.  We 

are currently discussing our work programme for next year with our DH sponsors and the 

findings of this survey will feed into that.   

1. We should explore all the suggestions made, but specific attention should go to the 

following as they are clearly widespread perspectives: 

 Focus on ways to influence and support new commissioners. 

 More work into the design and maintenance of the website next year. 

 Explore additional approaches to publicising our work. 

2. We should build on our work with self-advocate and family carer networks to think 

how to incorporate their perspectives of our work to date more effectively. 

3. We should repeat the survey to monitor progress. 

4. In a future survey, we should add a specific question inviting people to provide an 

email address if they are happy to be contacted to explore their comments further.  
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8 Annex  1: The Survey 

The following is the full text of the survey with prompts as it appeared on screen to 

respondents. 

The IHaL Survey 

Improving Health and Lives (IHaL) is a project paid for by the Department 

of Health in England. We collect information about the health of people with 

learning disabilities. We help staff and others learn about how this can be 

improved. 

 

We have been running for two and a half years. 

 

We want to know if the work we are doing is helpful for health service staff 

and for people with learning disabilities and their family carers. This 

information could help us when we talk to the government about what 

happens to the project after March next year.  

 

There are only 12 questions so it won't take long. 

 

  

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHV8QmOHlaQDz8e1wxnc1IC&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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Why I am interested in IHaL 

 

1. I am interested because 

I have a learning disability 

Someone in my family has a learning disability 

I commission health and/or social care services for people with learning disabilities 

I manage the delivery of health and/or social care services for people with learning 
disabilities 

I work as a clinician or professional practitioner in health and/or social care services for 
people with learning disabilities 

I work as a support worker 

I work as an advocate 

I work with a campaigning group 

I do research 

I am a journalist 
Other (please specify) 
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IHaL Overall 

How useful have you found Improving Health and Lives? 

 
2. I have found IHaL 

Very useful 

Quite useful 

Not useful at all 

 

3. Is it important for the sort of work IHaL does to be continued in the 

future? 

Very important 

Quite important 

Not important at all 
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Using IHaL Products 

 

4. Have you ever used information from an IHaL publication to help 

you do your work, such as in reports, plans, presentations or in 

delivering your services? 

Yes 

No 

5. If you said yes, please let us have details including websites where 

we can find the documents if possible in the following box 

  

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EeMQJIHQJrpBqYtsVr3RTo1kPLqGrlnxBPBBgJzACW4Y&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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The IHaL Website 

 

 

6. How often do you visit the IHaL website? 

At least once a week 

At least once a month 

Less than once a month 

Never visited it 

  

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkEB0srX6%2fmNutFP1gBhXcAd&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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Using the IHaL Website 

 

 

7. How easy is it to find what you want on the website? 

Very easy 

Quite easy 

Not specially easy or difficult 

Quite difficult 

Very difficult 

8. What one change would you make to the website? 

 

  

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkGRKVrPpTMuAwvasBoITVyW&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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IHaL Events 

 

 

9. Have you ever attended an IHaL event (a conference or workshop)? 

Yes 

No 

If you said Yes: 

10. How helpful overall was the last IHaL event you attended? 

Very helpful 

Quite helpful 

Not helpful at all 

 

11. What one thing would you like to see added to the issues covered 

by IHaL events? 

  

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkHMY2sIrLAbvaBH%2fdWwEd6u&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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Any other comments or good ideas? 

 

 

12. Do you have any other suggestions about how we could make 

IHaL more useful? 

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=BriJKtsCCMi6BRLup035EQUJvtAbi46s9iqTMwp4QkFuhhvfOJDOJyWg4%2fAjFsOX&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650

